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Brentano and the Direct Attribution Theory

Ac:cording to Brentano, what is characteristic of every mental activity is the re·
ference to something as an object. The exact nature of the objeets of our mental
activity has, however, been the subject of controversy for contemporary phUo
sophers of mind. This controversy has been deepened by the emergence of alter
natives to the tr�ditional proposition view, ac:cording to which the objects of our
mental attitudes are propositions. One such alternative can be found m the Di
rect Attribution theory developed by Roderick Chisholm. On the Direct Attri·
buti.on view, �ental attitudes involve a relation bet\yecn a person and a prop
erty. Prepositional attitudes, therefore, become altn'butional attit udes, involving
ontologieally a thinker as the subject; a property, which may be considered the

content of thought; and an intentional relation between the subject and content.
All intentional attitudes are considered to be a matler of »attributing certain
properties directly to oneself.« The advantage claimed by the Attribute view
over the Proposition new is that the former eliminates the need for ontological
commitment to singular propositions as the contents of monadic or relational
singular sentences with names or indexicals to express subject terms. It also

avoids the epistemological requirement that people who use sentences that
purportedly express such propositions can directly grasp th ose propositions,
violating any ontologically objective feature of propositions. A ccompanying the
rejection of singular propositions is a rejection of individual essences like

SOCitlleily,

or

the property of being me, and the property of being you. All such

properties are supposedly possessed necessarily and uniquely by the one who has
these properties. It is dissatisfaction with the Proposition view's account of that

special case of indexical reference which is self-reference, that has led to the de
velopment of the Attribute view.
On the Attn'bute view, self-referentiality is a component of the mental atti
tude itself, not one of the attitude's object. This avoids the need for any concep
tion of the self involviDg awareness of one's own individual essence. In propos
ing this view, Chisholm sees himself as following Brentano who maintained that,
»in those self-evident states of mind that ,present themselves' to us, we 11ever
grasp any properties that arc individuating.c1 Thus, Chisholm tells us, »Accord

ing to (Brentano), any property of mine that thus presents itself to me is one
which, theoretieaUy at least, can be exemplified in several different things at

onc:e.�2 Indeed, if we look dosely at Chisholm's theory of Direct Attribution, we
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may come to see Chisbolm as engaged in what might be called a Brt111a11ian enter
a task involving more than simply interpreting and seeking to understand
what Brentano has said, but going further in endeavoring to tell us what Bren
tano mig/1t have said. This enterprise is marked by th e development of a doe
lrine suggested by Brentano in his rma1 theory of sensation to aD other types of
thinking. In the process, Chisbolm hopes to make clear the sense in which
Breotano was correct in considering the self as a part of every mental attitude.
In what follows, I shall elucidate the relationship between the Direct AUribu·
tion theory and Brentano's rmat theory of sensation, and consider a recent
challenge by Hector Castaieda, that while the Breotanian-Chisholmian account
is exemplary in dealing with tacit self-reference at the level of uoreOcctive con·
sciousoess, that the theory needs to be developed even further to be adequate to
those cases of self-reference involved in reflective consciousness.
Let us begin by turniog to Breotano's theory of sensation. According to
Brentano, every mental act, including acts of sensing, has within it a conscious·
oess of itself. Thus, every act of sensing has a double object: an external object
and an inner object. Consider an act of hearing. AD. act of hearing has the sound
as its external object and th e mental phenomenon in which the sound is beard
as the inner object. Aristotle had said that the latter is apprehended only inci·
deotalJy or secondarily as something additional. Following Aristotle, then,
Brentano refers to the mental phenomenon in which the sound is heard as the
secondtuy object and the sound as the primary object.
Brentano maintains that the process which sensing involves might also be un
derstood by appeal to the distinction belWCCn two modes of presentation pre
sentation in modo recto and presentation in modo obliquo. By way of illustra·
tion, h e offers the foUowing:
prise

-

•

There arc various modes or presentation, and, in particular, there is a difference between that
whim is pn:scnted ia recto and that wbic:h is pn:scntcd in obliquo. If, for CJCamplc. I think of
someone who loves, I think not only of the one who loves but also or something else wbic:h is
lowed by him, and I think or this seamd thing in modo obliquo. The same thing oa:uJS with
rcprd to sensing in so Car as we sense oursciYaJ as sensing bc inp.3
In the earlier dod.rine of sensation set forth by Breotano in the Psycl1ology, he
proposed that every mental activity is related to itself as an object, not directly,
but indirectly, in modo obliquo. The mental act of hearing is related to sound as
an object in modo recto or directly, and has itself as an indirect object i11 modo
obliquo. Furthermore, the mentally active subject is an object of secondary refer
ence regardless of what is referred to as the primary object.
But in Breotano's final theory of sensation presented in Sensmy and Noetic
Consciousness he asks us to consider the following possibility. •We, as sensing
beillgs, arc the only things that are sensed in recto whlle our external objects are
sensed solely in obliquo.•4 This new way of looking at sensing may be seen as a
mirror-image of the earlier doctrine set forth in the Psychology. Brentano is now
entertaining the possibility that the subject is the direct object of sensing and
the external sense quality is the indirect object. It is the sensing being, not that

1�1
which is sensed, which is the direct object. We apprehend a seose·quality by ap·
prehending ourselves directly. Brentano adds,
Strictly speaking. then, we would not be dealing with a double pcn:cption, but with a unitary
one, tile: sclf·pcn:cption, the inncr·pcrccption, which allows us, at the same time, to present
estemal objects in modD obliquo as our pheaomena, and therefore, in modo obfiquo.s

The advantage of this interpretation, Breotano points out is that the external
object, in this case, is affirmed only as phenomenal »regardless of the fact that it
may later on lead to the affumation of the external object as actually existing."�
If I have as a direct object of sensing, myself as experiencing a sound, then even
though the sensing will be directly evident to me; I am not thereby committed to
the existence of the sense-quality which is the sound, any more than one who
.
judges that someone affirms the existence of God is thereby committed to af.
fuming God's existence. Thus, according to Brentano's fmal view of sensation,
to say that »a phenomenon exists« in the strict sense should be understood as
expressing, »Someone who experiences a phenomenon exists«.7 The advantage
of simplicity Breotano saw in looking at matters this way is that in sensing we
are committed ontologically only to the subject (the thinker) and the subject's
,

mental states.
While it is not clear that Brentano ever fully embraced this fmal doctrine of
sensation, it is quite suggestive in terms of the problem of objective reference.
In extending it to all other types of thinking, Chisholm attempts to show that the
most plausible solution to the problem of how it is possible for one thing to direct
its thoughts on another is one that involves the perso n him or herself as the pri
mfliY object of all intentional attitudes. Our reference to all other things is by
way of reference to ourselves.
Let's move on then to consider in greater detail the theory of obj ec tive rder
ence proposed by Chisholm. As we've seen, on Chisholm 's account of objective
reference, every intentional attitude involves directly attributing or believing cer
tain properties »diredly of oneself«. In putting forth his views, Chisholm takes
the following as an uodefmed locution:
,The property of being F is such that X believes it directly of Y «
He goes on to add that,
For every X and every Y, if X believes being F directly o£ Y, then Y is identical

witbX.

Thus, according to Chisholm, every act or thinking includes a direct attribution
or attribution in modo recto to oneself. Further, it is assumed one can directly
attribute properties only to oneself. Suppose I now believe that I am s itt ing The
mental act or believing is not directed upon the first-person proposition that 1
am sitting. Rather, it is directed upon myself as an object and a property as the
content. In this ease, I self-attribute the property of sitting. It does not £oUow
from this, however, that I believe myself to have the p roperty of sitting. This is
an important point for one might be tempted to reject at the outset any account
of believing that requires us to have a concept of properties. After all, isn't it
.
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unreasonable to expect or the barber next door that in o rder for him to b elieve
he is sitting that he has the concept of the property of sitting and that when he
thinks be is sitting be goes through the process or attributing this property to
himself in such a way that be believes himself to have the property of sitting.
he's never even wondered whether there are such things as prop
erties, so bow can the Direct Attribution theory account for his act of believing
himself to be sitting? Aod what about those nominalists who reject properties
altogether?· Certainly in believing themselves to be sitting, they do not believe
themselves to have the property of sitting. To recognize that on the Direct At

Chances are,

tribution theory, I do not need to have a concept of properties, or to believe
that there are suc:b entities really existing in order to attribute a property to my
self, we need only to compare the Attribute theory with the Propositional ac
count of objective reference. According to the Proposition view, if I believ e that
I am siuing, I accept a proposition denoted by the that-clause, that I am sitting.

This, however, does not imply that in order to believe I am sitting, and so accept

the proposi tio n that I am sitting, I must have a concept of a proposition.
Further, it should not be thought that in order to attribute a property directly

to oneself that

one thereby needs to have a concept of one self. It is not neces
order to be able to believe oneself to have

sary to have a concept of self at all in

a certain property.
What happens now, when my belief is a belief about someone other than my
selrl Suppose, for exam ple, I believe you to be sitting. In this case there is a
property I believe directly of me and this property is one that relates me just to
you. Because attributing a property to another thing involves attributing a prop
erty to oneself, beliefs abou t others are said to be cases of imlirect attribution. In

this case one attr ib utes a property to oneself in recto and to another in obliquo.
How is this possible? If I believe you to be sitting, something like the following
situation would take place. Suppose I am talking to you and you are the only per
son in the room who just presented a pape r . The property of talking to the only
person in the room who just presented a paper and with a person who is sitting
is a property that I attribute directly to myself. Presumably there are many dif
ferent ways in which, by referring directly to myself, I may refer indirectly to
you. Any one of these ways is sufficient to pick you out.

According to Cbisholm then,
x

believes being P indim:tly or y

�

Dr. There is a

relation R such that (a) X bears R only toy

and (b) the annbute or bearing R to jwil one thing and to a thing that is f is one that x belie·

ves directly or x.8

Unlike direct attribution, indirect attribution can involve attributing properties
to others. However, it is not exclusive to others, since one may indirectly at
tribute properties to oneself if, say, one is unaware that the person one is re
ferring to is oneself. "fherefore, Cbisholm defmes x believes y to be F as either
(a) x believes being F directly of y or (b) X believes being F indirectly of y.
•••
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With this brief introduction to Chisholm's theory of objective reference, we c:an
go on to consider a recent objection by Castaiieda, that while this theory c:an
adequately explain self reference in unrcflectivc consciousness, it ne eds to be
extended further to ac:couot for self-reference in reflective consciousness. In or
der to understand Castaiieda's objection fuUy, we might firSt distinguish various
levels of self-awareness or self-consciousness.
Ac:cording to Brentano, there is a two-fold way in which something. including
the self, may be said to be an object of awareness One may be aware of obj ects
explicitly and distinc:tly or implicitly and indistinctly. He points out that,
IC cme healS a chord and distinguishes the notes which are contained in it, then one has a di rect
awareness of the fact that he healS iL But if one does not distinguish the particular notes,
lhc:n one has only aa indisliac:t awarcJICSii of them. In such a c:asc, he does hear them together
-

.

aad he is aware of the whole which is the hearing and to which the bearing of each padic:ular
note belonp; but be does not hear the whole in such a way that he distinguishes cac:h of its
parts. Panic:ular hearinp of panic:ular notes an: contained in the whole and he does not dis

tinguish thcm.9

Applying this distinction between explicit or distinct awareness and implicit or

indistinct awareness to the self, Brentano says.
IC a pcrsoa feels pain, thca be is aWBIC of himself as one that feels the pain. But perhaps he
doe& not distinguish the substance, wbic:b ben: feels pain, from the accident by mcaD5 of
wbicb the sub5taiiCIC appealS to him.10

These types of experiences involving implicit self-awareness are to be contrasted
with cases in which the person's indistinct awareness of the self is replaced by a
distinct awareness of the self as that which thinks, experiences, judges, loves.
hates, and which underlies aD these changes in accidents. In fact, it is a result of
the frequent changes in our mental experiences that we arc lead to a distinct
awareness of the self as that which gives unity to these various experiences.
Brentano maintains that it is only because this same substance which underlies
all of the expcriences_which are in inner perception is capable of having an aware
ness of itself, that we call it a self. A substance may be called a self according to
Brentano, »only when it has a cognition which pertains to itsclf«.11
It may be, sa� Brentano, that animals have only an indistinct self-awareness.
Nevertheless, they h ave a self-awareness. It is at this level of awareness, argues
Castaiieda, that Chisholm's analysis is most useful. Castaiieda views the distinc
tion between what he calls »cognitive uoreflective consciousness« at this level and
»COgnitive reflective consciousness or self-consciousness« that occurs when one
has a distinct and explicit awareness of the self as of the utmost importance. and
wants to allow that the complexity of the latter may require several more distinc
tions within the level itself. The basic difference between the two levels is that ex
periences in cognitive reflective consciousness seem to be »I unified« in a way
that those in cognitive uoreflective consciousness arc not. As Castaiieda points
out, •the self-ascription« or self-attribution •posited by the attribute view is
present in all episodes of consciousncssu.12 He says.·
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To think of x or that p is to relate oneself to :x or that p, but at one IC\ICI this is trivial, just as
one relates oneself to a chair that one kicks or sits on. Hen: is a self component all right, but
there is no #lfrrferem:e. In thinkin�t besides creating a re la ti on , one auributes to oneself a
propcny, and this oneself is not an I, or an ego, but simply the very same massive infinitely
propcnied entity that others $CC as maki.ng noises or kicking chain�·· Dis view is nicely Fach
tcan in a moderate sense: all COIISdo us ncss Is diffusely self-consciousness, and all reference is
t3
tacit self-referencc.

The real difficulty for Cbisholm's analysis, according to Castaiieda, re s ults from
considering cases of reRective self-consciousness or what Brentano referred to
as cases

of explicit and distinct awareness of the self. In such cases, it would
seem that we have the self as the content of thought and not simply as a part of
the act of thinking. Here we have a genuine self-reference. Castaiieda p resent s a
particularly clever and interesting illustration of the difficulty in t he form of a
story called »Gaskon's Latest Adventure«. The story is

this:

Gaskon has n:ccntly

moved into his fully mirrored

surprised him with a

most pleasurable entenainmcnt. They talked about self-identity, self-re•

types of mirrors. Two C\ICninp ago some of the most

cognition,

and

they took full

with walls covered with different
charming and creati\-c philosophers

mansion,

ad1111ntage or the mirrors and arranged and re-arranged them to

illust rate different types of epistemic: situations. After seeing C\ICI)'body out, or so Gaskon

thought, he tumcd around and saw as if in a dn:am a man wbo looked like a cross

David Kaplan,

yet he felt as if

bctwcc:n

he were looking al himself; Gaskon C\ICn
thought quickly ol some movies when: a character talks to his inner self both played by Jamcs
Stcwan - or was it Cary Grant? They wen: starins at cacb other; tben Gaskon heard himself
John Peny and

in the mirror saying: ,.You and I an: very different types of pc nons; we have different tastes
in metaphysics.« lie recognized his wicc. The staring continued as painful as the enveloping
silcncc.lben Oaskon blinked, and the truth dawned upon him. In fac:t, his friends had arranged

a

In

recording to sound

a

out at a panic:ular time.1•

letter describing this most interesting experience, Gaskon writes,

lt was unnerving. There I was ostensibly telling myself that I was different from m�lf. I real-'
izc now that for a moment I bcliC\ICd that I thought that I was not identical with me. u

In reflecting upon lhis story, one may suspect that Castaiieda's Gaskon has com
mitted what Chisholm has referred to as tbe »reporting fallacy« or the »fallacy
of literal interpretation« in describing his experiences. This fallacy is committed

wheneve r one, in giving an indirect report of an intentional attitude, t akes the

actual content of the attitude to be that which is reported, as in »Columbus be
lieved the land we call,Cuba' was in the West Indies«. Hence, it must be that Co
lumbus knew about Cuba. But how could he since it wasn't yet Cuba?
One might have similar doubts about whether Gaskon, in this case, r eally be
lieves himself t o not be ident i cal with himself even if the experience was reported
as such. E ven if the content of Gaskon's belief is something different from what is
reported, however, we do seem to have a case here where the self is referred to ex
plicitly and distinctly and is, in fact, a part of the content of thought. If Chisholm
were to admit singular properties or individual esse nc es such as the pro p erty of
being me into his ontology, then we could say that Gaskon directly attributes to
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Gaskon the property of not being Gaskon, which is quite different, of course, from
the property of being self-identical. Yet Cbisholm rej ects these properties e v en
though there do seem to be many occasions on which reflective individuals reflect

on themselves.

point, then. First, if explicit aw-dreness or conscious
on Chis
holm's view, what does this e xperience involve? Second, how can t his experience
be incorporated into the t h eory of Direct Attribution if it isn't already included'!
In response to the first question, Chisholm would agree with Castaiieda that we
may distinguish various levels of c:onsciousncss.16 Se ns it ive consciousness would
Two questions arise at this

ness of the self does not involve awareness of some individual essence

stan d at the botlom of the hierarchy, foUowed by cognitive unrcflccti\·e con
sciousness and fmally cognitive reflective consciousness, which itself may con
tain several levels. On

Chisholm's view, the

lowest level

would involve

cases

so where there is a property such
that one believes it directly of oneself. Yet in these cases, one need not have
acquired a concept of oneself in order to directly attribute such properties as

where one dire ctly attributes a property and

being sad, or being hungry, or being in

pain.

In having a belief about oneself at this level, unlike having a belief about some
one else, one is not required to be able to individuate or identify oneself as a
self. In thinking about someone else, I must first be able to pick out that perso n
by means of some special relation, but I don't oeed to pick myself out in the same
in order to directly attribute a property to myself at this level.
In the lower levels of consciousness there is no explicit or distinct conscious
ness of the self which would be expressed as »I am sad«, »I am hungry« or »I am
in·pain« by those having these experiences, even if t hey could express their ex
way

periences. Nor is it required that those having these experiences be able to have
a concept of sadness, hunger, or pain. Wh at is experienced, if it could be ex
pressed, would amount to »There is a sad-one•, ,.There is a hungry-one•, or
' »There is one in

pain«. The self is a part of these experiences, but as Brent ano
suggests, only in an implicit and indistinct way.
A second stage of self-consciousness for Chisholm, in v olv e s consciousness at
the level of indirect attribution. This type of awareness might come about in situ
ations where one makes a direct att ributi on of some property such as the prop
erty of being fed by something or som eone, and in the process indirectly attrib

utes to another the property of feeding som ething or someone. This process in
volves making a distinction between two things - one feeding, the other being
fed. If, in doiog so, one directly attributes the property of diversity or being
otlrer than the one who is feeding, one comes closer to the concep t of the self as
a self than the simple experiences of sensi tive consciousness.
A third stage, Chisholm suggests, might be one in which instead of directly at·
tributing being sad to oneself and directly at t ri buting being hungry to oneself,
one attributes being sad and hungry to oneself. There is a un i ty to these distinct
experiences in this case, but one is not yet aware that the unity is provided by
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the self,
hungry.

and so

one has not yet identified the on e who is sad with the one who is

Finally, there is the stage at which one sees that the one who is sad is the one
who is hungry. This distinct awareness of the self arrives when as Breotano
points out, »One grasps this substance as that which permanently underlies this
c hange and which gives unity to its manifold character.«17 This experience does
not involve the grasping of any individual essence according to Chisholm. Rather,

it involves identifying the subj cc:L which underlies two different experiences as
the same subject. It is not easy to see, Chisholm claims, wh at more self aware

ness could be said to involve unless we are referring to self-awareness or con
sciousness in the extended sease of being aware o f one's motivations, limi
tations, and talents.

Let's move on to our second question, then. Can the Direct Attribution theory
capture the self as a part of the content of believing as would seem necessary in
certain cases of reflective self-consciousness? Consider the lower level experi
ence »There is someone who is sad«. On the Direct Attribution theory this be
comes »X directly attributes the property of being sad«. Now compare this with
the higher level experience »I am the one who is sad«. In this case, too, x di
rectly attributes the property of being sad. How is th e »1«, which seems to be a
part of the content of some experiences at a higher level captured on this ac
count? Well, in this case we could add, »X directly attributes the property of
being sad and x direc:tly attributes the property of being the one who is sad « ..
But now consider t he following experience: ,.J need to stop myself from feeling
sad«. Must we add another level or self-consciousness to deal with this experi
ence? Perhaps, since it is not clear how Chisholm's analysis can explain such an
experie nce It's worth noting at this point, though, t hat in attempting to deter
mine h ow the conce pt of the self might be included in the content of thought, we
need to discover fll'st the experience which gives rise to this concept, and exactly
what this concept involves. Discovering this and capturing it in the content of
belief on the prepositional account seems no less difficult a task than for the
Attribute theory. This is a worthy challenge, but certainly not one exclusive to
Cbisholm 's account of objective reference. If, as Chisholm and Breotano have sug
gested, however, our intentional acts are such that it is evident to us that we
perform them, th en the awareness of the subject is an essential part of every
such ad.
.
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